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St. Dormeir® Wool

People have been living with wool for thousands of years.
It is a familiar and safe part of our environment.
Wool has amazing properties and is far superior to
any man-made fiber. These protectors will keep your
mattress and pillows cleaner, will keep you much more
comfortable and will last longer than any synthetic.

All St. Dormeir® Wool comes from New Zealand, which is
recognized as the world leader for the highest quality
wools. St. Dormeir® Protectors are then quilted in Spain
with a special chemical free 100% Cotton terry cover.

Questions & Answers
Invest in a good
quality protector.
It will add years
to the life of your
mattress
and increase the
quality of sleep.

Q. Is St. Dormeir® dust mite proof?
A. No, however wool is naturally inhospitable to dust mites as it does not maintain
a level of humidity they need. The mites prefer to make their home in polyester and
other manmade fibers.
Q. What about wool allergies?
A. True wool allergies are rare. It is unclear what exactly causes the allergic reaction;
the most common opinion is that it is simply a sensitivity to wool fibers. This calls for a
simple solution of a barrier fabric between the sleeper’s skin and the wool. St. Dormeir®
wool protectors are encased in cotton. Considering the fact that a bedsheet goes over
the protector as a second barrier, wool allergies are not likely to occur.

Our Commitment

A Quality Protector

We are committed to helping you sleep better while
impacting our home planet as little as possible.

You cannot wash a mattress so it makes perfect sense to invest in a good quality
washable protector. We all understand the benefits of buying the best mattress you
can afford. A good one is expensive and caring for it will extend its life for many years.

We are committed to helping you sleep better,
without any possibility of risk to your health in using
our mattress and pillow protectors or to ourselves in
making them.

Using a St. Dormeir protector gives you a protective layer between you and your
mattress. The benefits of this natural protector are: washability, absorbency and
naturally antimicrobial properties.

We are committed to helping you sleep better
and in our own small way, sending our children
into a better future. We do this by not promoting
products made of petro chemicals and filling up
landfills with things that won’t return to the earth.

Made in Canada

The St. Dormeir mattress protector is made by St. Geneve. We are a Canadian
company that has specialized in making exceptional fine bed linens for decades. We
are committed to supplying excellent quality natural fabric linens. We buy only the best
fabrics and materials from long established, trusted mills in Europe to make our products
in Canada.

Guarantee

St. Dormeir® Protectors are guaranteed for three years against any defect in materials
or workmanship, providing the care instructions have been carefully followed.
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Bedlinens
St. Dormeir® Crib Protectors

A St. Dormeir® protector is perfect for a crib,
for all the same reasons that they are perfect
for your bed. The excellent washability of St.
Dormeir® pads and the breathability of the
wool makes the mattress feel far more comfortable for your baby.
Made by St. Geneve to fit mattresses up to 6”
thick.

St. Dormeir® Wool
Mattress Protectors

St. Dormeir® Mattress Protectors are available in
all standard mattress sizes and two skirt depths.
Special sizes and shapes can be made to order.

Sleep Natural,
Breathe Easy...

All St. Dormeir® Mattress Protectors have a fully quilted top, made by quilting wool
between two layers of pure, chemical free cotton. This cotton is woven in a jersey
knit. This cotton is also used as the skirt that goes all around the sides of the protector, to fit completely over your mattress. It has an elastic band all around the bottom
edge for the best fit.

St. Dormeir® Pillow Protectors

The St. Dormeir® protectors thick quilting will keep
your pillow clean and like new. Because of the natural breathability of the wool fill, it will always feel cool,
fresh and cozy. The wool cover also gives a wonderful
softness to the surface of your pillow.

St. Dormeir® protectors will make your pillows feel a
bit firmer, due to the thickness of the wool fill. They
are available in all standard sizes. Special sizes can
be made.

Warmer in the
winter, cooler
in the summer,
St. Dormeir® is
more effective
than any other
protector.
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Wool is Absorbent

Wool can absorb up to 30% of its own weight in water vapor without feeling wet.
Synthetics can absorb less than 5%. An average person can produce a pint of water as
perspiration during the night.

Wool traps this moisture keeping the humidity surrounding you at a comfortably low
level. During the day when the humidity level is low, the water evaporates leaving your
bed dry and fresh for the next night. This is why St. Dormeir® wool is comfortable in
the summer as well as in the winter.

Wool is Resilient

Each wool fiber consists of a spiralling crimp that acts like a tiny spring. After
compression or after washing, these tiny springs bounce back to their original shape,
over and over again. Wool can bend back on itself 20,000 times without breaking.
Synthetics fibers bend less than 100 times. This is why your St. Dormeir® protector will
keep its puffiness and shape much longer than a polyester pad.
St.Dormeir® Protectors

St.Dormeir® Wool Protectors

They are perfect for use in both winter and summer conditions and are available in
regular and hard to find sizes.

Why Wool?

St. Dormeir® wool protectors come from renewable sources, are long-lasting, unlike
polyester protectors and are naturally antimicrobial due to quick absorbency of
moisture. Wool is simply the best!

Why St. Dormeir®?

The New Zealand wool used in St. Dormeir® is milled by a new European process
to make it completely machine washable and dryable. So you get all the wonderful
benefits of wool with complete ease of care.

Wool is Flame Retardant

Wool is very difficult to ignite and won’t burn
when the flame source is removed. Contrast
this with polyester. Since it is made of
hydrocarbons, it loves to burn.

Why Not Polyester?

Polyester is made from elements in crude oil,
just like plastics and gasoline. It slowly emits
gas. When you consider that you spend about
8 hours every day in bed, polyester is not a
good choice.
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